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ABS TRACT

This Dpaer was intended to determine whether or not the

problems of discrimination and lack of social activities are per-

ceived by Black students on the WSU-La Crosse campus. The find-

ings in this study were supoorted by related studies, as well

as by writings of various Black educators and students.

The subjects for the study were the 44 Black students on

La Crosse campus during the 1971 Spring Semester.

A questionnaire was used to obtain the data. It contained

forced choice, multiple choice, and open-ended questions. The

thirty-nine questions were designed to acquire data5 on personal

background and on social and academic lives of Blacks at this

university. After the data were gathered, the resoonses were

tabulated, and percentages of students respondigg to each alter-

native on the questionnaire were computed.

The results of the study indicatt that discrimination

is -perceived by Blacks and that their social activities are also

somewhat impaired. The results, however, are tenuous because

of the small number who resoonded to the cuestionnaire.



Chapter I

Introduction

Students today encounter numerous difficulties upon enter-

ing a college or university. Two such difficulties which are

particularly acute for the Black students are: 1) discrimin-

ation and 2) the lack of integrated social activities on cam-

pus.

Statement of problem

This study represents an attempt to determine whether

or not this university campus is similar to other campus set-

tings in coping with minority group problems. The purpose of

this study was to give this university additional insight into the

feelings of the Black minority on this campus.

Need for the poaer

Any university or college that accepts students has certain

obligations toward them. Looking at the present situation,

one sees throughout this country that colleges and universities

are establishing some type of program or center to meet the

needs of the Blac[k student.

Since this university does have Black students and has

established programs and a center for them, it seems timely to

evaluate such services for the Blacks. It is believed that through

the feedback provided by Blacks that one could find out how

they as a minority fit into the university structure at UW-La

Crosse. This feedback should inform the university if the

minority is experiencing any unnecessary discrimination which



might possibly be averted.

Sample

The subjects for this study were the Black students at-

tending WSU-La Crosse during the Spring Semester of 1971. In

total, only eight out of 44 responded to the questionnaire.

Hypotheses

The following five hypotheses were (xamined in this .study.

1) Black students are not being given extra help if they
were having academic difficulty.

2) Black students wish to have their center for them-
selves only.

3) Black students have difficulty in gaining acceptance
in organizations and living in residence halls.

4) Black students consider the Black Studies courses here
unsatisfactory.

5) Black students believe that this city does not
accept them.



Chapter II

Related Literature

Considerable literature exists regarding what colleges and

universitisc- are dbi gf-ortthBeir 'Bblack: atudehts, as .lla asamule h[

literary comment by Black students and educators as to what is

necessary for their success in higher education.

But, in order to give meaning to this paoer and the re-

actions of Black students here, it is necessary to briefly look

at the environmental background factors of these -eople before

considering what they expect at a college level.

It seems that if the home environment is bad, educational

motivation, according to Conant (1961), is generally weak or non-

existent. A child who lives in deplorable living conditions, in

noisy tenements, or in a hbome witL no real discipline has little

chance of beinog educationally motivated. (Conant, 1961) states:

High motivation towar'ds higher education must
start early enourgh so that by the time the boy
or girl reaches grade 9 he or she has at least
develooed those bapic skills which are essential
for academic work.-p. 41

If one examines Leinwand's chart on the next page (1968),

one can see that Leinwand O at suppotsCnant podht; o

view. It is important, however, that not too much stress be

placed just on environmental factors. Grier (1968) sees the

problem lying in another area. The problem is not that a Black

man does not wish to have a higher education, but that if he

acquires one, then he is removing himself from the Black brother-

hood,
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Such a conflict partly explains why so many
gifted Black students achieve academic dis-
tinctionbut fail to fulfill their vocational
promise.D p.120

Young (1964) says it is great to have a desire for higher

education, but when a Negro child receives three and one-half

years less schooling than the average white child because his

own high schools and elementary schools are inferior, how can

he be expected to attain college entrance? Therefore, the

college must be prepared to assist these entering Blacks. Too

often a Black student entering college finds himself at the

tenth grade academic level. In order to prevent him from drop-

ping out, the university or college must step in and help and

initiate a positive plan of reception, or as suggested by Young

(1964), the Black will stay away.

According to Williams (1970), it is more than a desire

for a higher education or a lack of preparation that is the

problem. He states that the Black man osyche is best handled by

a Black professional. This means that a large supply of

Black professionals with advanced degrees will be needed if

this problem is to be solved. As Dr. Williams has put it,

"America maybe needs to stop studying the opmressed and start

studying the oppressor."' p. 19 For this paper, Williams '

comment'is interpreted as meaning that the problem is not with

the Blacks themselves (oppressed), but the problem may lie with

the society and university (oppressor). This paperts author



believes he says it even more pointedly as follows: "We need

to examine and change the American ethic that has said we're

a melting pot when we're not; that we respect each other when

we do not."p p.24

Edwards (1970) sees a conflict develoning between the

Blacks who desire a higher education and those who are wrap-

ped-up in the current "Black Is Beautiful" movement. Each

group is aware of what education can do for it. The problem,

however, is which is more important, the movement or the educationo

The end result is that different Blacks look at the college de-

grees with different degrees of importance.

This conflict has also led to a division of Black students

into five groups. Edwards (1970) labels them as follows:

1) Radical Activist: He is a promoter of segregated
public facilities. He is a nolitician and
his education secondary.

2) Miltant: He is interested in his education
is a follower, and is a fence straddler. He
may not return to his own Black community.

3) Revoluntary: He is the advocate of force
and not a reformer. He believes in self ed-
cation and is not much for the college set-up.

4) Anomic Activist: He is usually of low academic
ability, and he tends to move from school to
school. He is extremely hostile, and the one
the movement turns to if it desires violent
action.

5) Conforming Negro: He is interested in a de-
gree and does not follow the methods of the
other four, and he tenids to conform his ideals
to being an individual achiever.



As a result then, the "Black Is Beautiful" movement has become

a major part of the structural change desired today by this

group on college and university campuses. This change is evident

in the great number of Black studies courses develoainr on cam-

puses, as well as the great number of Black cultural centers.

Peek (1970) states that the chance is needed in a differ-

ent way. He feels that our university or college system is

not conveying the individualistic concept that his peoole need.

He feels the oroblem lies in two areas: the concept is not in-

cluded in the curriculum, and often there are no qualified

teachers to convey this conceot in the Black studies courses.

For these reasons, Blacks are not smiling and shuffling any

more on white campuses, says Peek (1970). He says that their

scholarship is on the line. The Black has aw-akened himself to

a cultural upheavel with ever growing number of Afro-clubs

develooing on college and university campuses. All of this

is e~tessary' ifithe :egro wibshes to be.come a .art of r.the

political activity of his college or university campus.

It is not only Afro-clubs that will help them to become

a part of the campus, but also a need for Black Studies Courses

to help whites become aware that there are other groups of in,.i

dividuals who helped make this country grow. Finally, however,

Peek (1970) feels that the studies - nrogframs and centers are

needed to establish a self conceot of Black pride.

Two other leaders in the Black movement state the need for

7



a Black course of study.differently. In Rigby's article (1970),

W.E.B. Du Bois wishes to see the Black study courses geared so

that the Black people receive guidance and knowledge to help

Black men in America and throughout the world. Kilson, in the

same article, just wishes to see Black Studies as another depart-

ment of the university.

Consequently, one of the leading Black educators feels that

certain types of changes are possibly instore for u;iu-versxties

and colleges. It means, say5 Mitchell (1970), that the attitudes,

methods, and practices of the university and college must be or-

ganized in such a -ytto givetthe IBacksaap ~ itive~cadem~caA-

mosphere and chance for personal adjustment. A study of attitudes

in and of itself won't change anything unless the results of that

study are somehow translated into positive action. The institution

must be willing alter its policies and to make changes if necessary

in order to help a Black student's chances for success.

The answer is not in less demanding programs, for this would

be a total disservice to the Black student, says Mitchell (1970).

Black students don't need second-class degrees.
Institutions of higher education should help them to
succeed in getting the same quality of education
which Lirovides for all of its students.6 p. 35

The idea of these orograms then is to make the student a part of

the university. He will then ask for help when he needs it in-

stead of being considered some tyoe of special student who must

follow a special program because he has deficits. The three

8



areas of staff, curriculum, and counseling, can really help cope

with this problem and make the Black student more confortable

on camous.

Obviously, the impetus of the Black student is being felt

on campuses throughout the country as observed from the study

conducted by Cleveland (1969). This study shows that 193 of 212

basically white, nationally accredited schools contacted respond-

ed to the questionnaire, and that 60" of these felt that some

type of Black studies course was necessary and would be helpful

in easing racial tensions. Only 27% rejected the idea. p. 44

A further look at this study reveals another important question.

"Are courses focusing on the Negro's accomplishments taught on

your camous?"8 p. 44 Sixty-seven percent responded no and 321

yes. 9 p. 44 Only a small percentage failed to resoond to either

question.

Therefore, as Edwards (1970) states in his book The Black

Student, "free and democratic America must awaken herself to the

idea that generations of American Black students are passing her

way." 1 0 p. 204

9



Chapter III

Procedure

In order to acquire the necessary data, a 39 item question-

naire was devised. The instrument used to gather data for the

study consisted of forced choice, multiple choice, and open-end-

ed questions. The questions were designed to acquire certain per-

sonal feelings of Black students about the campus at UW-La Crosse.

The areas primarily covered in the investigation were discrimin-

ation and social activity both on and off campus.

Twenty-two students were contacted by the president of the

Black Cultural Center on the campus and asked by him to fill out

the questionnaire and return it to him. The questionnaires were

to remain anonymous. The sample was selected from the 44 Black

students in attendance at this university.

It was hoped that the information received could be used to

compare this university on the issues involved, with other uni-

versities conducting similar studies. It was further hoped that

some comparisons could be made with leading Black educators and

professionals in their reactions to the college and university

structure.

In total, 44 questionnaires were given to the President of

the Black Cultural Center for distribution to his fellow students.

Only eight students replied, resulting in a 18.4% reply. A

follow-up attempt to acquire more replies from Black students in

one of the residence halls failed to obtain more responses.

10



TABLE I

I ami a graduate s.tudent in Stcdent -ersonnel aSrvices,
and I am askliiu for your coooeration in filling out this
Questionnaire, I inteind to use the information to com-
plete reriu.iremeiLts for my seminar -acoer in thi, pro-
gra.ii I wish to thanka. you for p:articipatin. When you
have finished it, please retur.n the ouestionnaire to the
Black Center. Would you please have them back by March
26, taank ylou.

PE-RSONAL BACKGROUND M:ATERIAL Just place your choice on
the space to the left of the Question when it is appro-
priate.

1. Sex
S1) male 2) female

2. Citizenshion
1) United States 2) Foreign

3.- Age
1) under 21 2) 21 and over

4. I would classify my home environment and neighbor-
hood as

I) imner city 2) suburban 3) rural suburban
4) rural

5. What type of sohool did you attend?
1) public 2) private 3) parochial 4) other

6. Did you attend an all Black h.igh school?
I) yes 2) no

7. Has your previous contact with white persons been
. ,v 1) very extensive 3) fairly extensive

2) extensive 4) limited 5) non-existent

_ 8. HTow would you classify your attitudes tow;ard the
S Black Power Movement.

): 1) very favorable 2) mildly favorable 35 indifferent
4) mildly unfavorable 5) very unfavorable

The following information pertains primarily to your life
as a student. Please select the alternatives that apDly.

9. I chose La Crosse State University for
1) program offered 2) location 3) financial reasons

. . :.- 41) write in your own reason

10. I personally feel that the curriculum offered at
SLa Crosse is

1) excellent 2) good 5) average 4) fair 5) poor'

11



1. Ha&Ve you taken a Baeck Studies course at this scho&l?
1) yes 2 eno

_12 The Black Studies, prte,•mat this school is
I) excellent 2) goo -3) ' er e *) fair 5) pocr

13 If any improvemeits coulwd e * what wouid you
reeiomiend.

1o4g ¶1

moo

List your present ::or _

Briefly explain whyr .y you pie I i

i16. Have you ever lived in a resideca e hall on this
o ampus ? ., :

, :) ye.s 2) no^17* W •as joir rcooimm.oamte a e rfy

'__8 With referenc to :nuber 17, would you call your
. experienee

1 ) extremely favorable 2) some benefit 3) satisfaetory
-t a. occasionall.y unripleesant ') ,vry uIpleasant

___9 i How do you feel about rooming with a white person?
1, ) trongly rap.:Irove 2) aBp ove 3) indifferent
:+) disapprcve *) .tt ongily d-sapro * . : ,..

:. f 'ow amucr prejudlced 'teatmenht did yU- experience while
.liii.ng in a residence hall?

1) very uch 2) much 3) some S) very little 5) none

..214, Are you presently living in a residence hall?
1) yes 2) no

J22.. Would you reco~nmend a residene: all to incoming Black :

freshman on this ca.mpus
1) yes 2) na 3) undecided

H3 O How wouIA you lsaiy our scial life on campus?
*1) very active a2) active 3) od erate 4) limitad
5) non-existent

2. Are you presently being dlscou agfed or ever have been
discouraged from Joining any soetal orgaxization .of
your choice on this camptis?

l) yes 2) r,
2' '



.. 25' If yes in 2•, please 1is tbhe a&•e of the organifation
or ortganzations .-

•26. Are you or have -you ever be 4i.erimnated against
1.n any sport activity on thits ca0us?
t) y s 2) no

' 27*. Ha-ve you felt acete: y the La Crosse community,
in eneral?
in vrnwy seeh aedpted 2) accepted 3) rildly rejected
4) strongly rejected

t28.&. PVlease; indicate. a sny sobree of distrrimination that:  ou have exparinc~:ed;. .s:elect as mtay alternatives that
apply

1) purchasi, in store$ 2) ba1hthg checks
3) off Eampus a lo·ias•;n ng A) theaters 5) getting a job
6) restaurans others

. .,

. i, ' Are yrna trie:ds as ostly taembers of your own race?
I) ys8 25 o*a

H3 How do you feel a.boot other Blacks dating whites?
1l) ttr oiigly alfsagre.e ) aUdildly tisagree
'3) indiftferentt ) ilidly agree 5i aoP gly agree

:Jl Hmrw so ycxa 'fitk about datir4 a whit e
11 ttoQgly 'isaty ? dIdi disagree
3) itndi.fl..reri tx *) m~ildly agree: 5)1 strongly agree

,. Do you p~rceive ti a diQserimisation from white students
SonU this eapus? t

I-) very zinrh 2) uch 3) sose 4') little 5) noen

.33. Havre you xpeie-nced any academic difficulties on
this Oaapus?
2) yeas 2) no

3"- it Fyes in 33, Lgas any. speclal ielp ~en gtven you?
I yes 2) no

S35- InSeritb your gpresent difficulety
jwn'.Sit~~milz~~. Il" -C - --r~~i*J ~ r~·~u~

1-3



Ji5 kn H 4* t ak fotl aN seprt e higher educaittonal
00 ttitttioas ?

S1) atoagly &LapPnon 2 tapprove 3) idiffereat
4) mildly approve 5strongly approve

a?7h1 How 7t9 &oes the Wh'k CntturaI Cater on this eeutm*
OV * e y our 'ehias. O Os

.1) very adeqztaet y2) aduately 3) poorly
4 inadpeqw8t ey

6 Hvw do .you fe4lbdut *at ilnting use of the l-ack-
e-nter oatly tOr Bl a ck
-1) strongly approvs ): a4provwe 3) difAterert

d.) disapprove 51 strongLy 4isApprov&

Our39 escrie yohur feeltng ab-oat hatvitng a Rlacek enter

rhB I~YI*Wr * l: a' thi stle ®»apIs , : ;;^ *~*PIR *~li ; . : ; . 1̂  ' . ' * ,

14
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The questionnaires were then sorted by sex, and all percent-

ages of students responding to the various alternatives on the

questionnaire w-ere comouted ..

15



Chapter IV

Results

The presentation of the results consisat~ f'-an ankblytiso6f

each table of percentages, A guarded interpretation of each tabole

is all that can be justified because the size of the return was

so small.

Table 2 presents background information about the sam-le.

The information, indicates that our sample is basically from the

inner city.. ala thatoit pribr ••••ieccationasexoe incersare&B•i7 Black high

schools. Nevertheless, the students' contact with white students

is somewhat equally distributed between 'fextensiveccontact with

whites or limited contact. Note that students' contact with

whites has not dissuaded them from having strong feelings toward

the Black Power Movement.

Table 3 indicates that " financial: reasons" and the "program

offered" are the reasons for 'h a:I ofi the. sample picking thilsa

university. The most frequently occurring- write-in answer, how-

ever, ertains to.ther.sport.program".

In looking at the sample's evaluation of curriculum, the

latter seems to rate better than average for over 50{ of the

sample. However, part of the tested group rated the curriculum

negatively. 501 of the samole felt that the Black Studies pro-

gram was poor, and these were the same 50% who had tried the

program.

16



In Tables 3 and 4, some reactions to residence hall living

are presented. Eighty-seven and one-half percent of the sample

had experienced this type of living; however, from results in Table

4, it appears the sample's experience was not flavorable since over

50% reported experiencing prejudiced treatment. This may be one

reason why 50% of the sample contraindicated residence hall living

for other Blacks.

Table 5 indicates that the sample perceived their social life

as being somewhat limited. This could be due to the fact that 50•

of the sample has been discouraged from joining social organiza-

tions on campus. Such social rejection is further accentuated by

almost total perceived rejection from the city. These two factors

could possibly contribute to the fact that 100% of the sample's

friends are Black, although many stated that they had white ac-

quaintances.

Another facet of social life is dating. In Tables 5 and 6, one

can see that the sample's feelings about Blacks dating whites range

from "indifference" to "strong agreement", which seems to show the

Black discrimination might not be present on this issue. However, the

sample seems to show a general preference toward not dating whites.

In terms of social experience on the camous, 80, of the sample

had exoerienced some discrimination. At the same time, however,

only a small percentage of the sample had experienced any academic

difficulty. Two-thirds of those students who had difficulty said

they received help. One third of the students who had difficulty

17



said they received no help.

In another item pertaining to campus life, it was found that

50% of the sample disapprove of the idea of separate educational

institutions.

Table 7 asks for evaluation of the present Black Cultural

Center on this campus, and whether or not the center should be only

for Black students.

The results tend to show that a Black Cultural Center is need-

ed and that the Black students see it as a necessary organization to

help fulfill their social needs. The sample found the center

100% adequate in its function. However, the interesting results

in this Table are that over 50% of the sample disapprove of keep-

ing the white students out of the center, which again may indicate

a feeling of non-discrimination.

Examination of the Hypotheses

Due to small size, tests of the hypotheses could not be per-

formed. Nevertheless, trends are indicated below. The question

pertaining to "extra academic help given" can not be adequately

answered using the data obtained in this sample. Only three of the

eight Black students said they were having academic difficulty,

and only one said he didn't receive any academic help. This would

mean that 12.5% of the sample needed help.

In the second hypotheses, it was stated that Blacks would wish

to have their center only for themselves. However, 62.5% of the

responding sample expressed disagreement with this statement; thus

18



revealing a tendency which conflicts with the second hypotheses.

Further examination of the data reveals that 50, of the

sample said they experienced some difficulty in joining organizations

on campus. Likewise, over 50o of the sample said they had experienced

prejudiced treatment in the residence halls.

The fourth hypothesis dealt with the subject of the Black

Studies curriculum on this campus. Fifty percent of the tested

sample had taken a course at this university, and that same 50% also

rated the curriculum here as poor. Again, lack of adequate sample

size precludes either confirmation or disconfirmation of the fourth

hypothesis.

Finally, the last hypothesis tends to be supported by 87.5%

of the tested sample who said they had experienced some rejection

from this community. Of that 87.5i, 87% claim to have experienced

strong rejection.

19



Chapter V

Conclusions, Recommendations Summary, and Limitations

The purposes of the foregoing study were: 1) to determine if

discrimination and the lack of social activities between whites and

Blacks did exist on this campus, and 2) to give the Blacks a chance

to express their attitudes.

It might be said from the preceding Tables that UW-La Crosse

is not much different from other universities that have Black

students on campus; therefore, Mitchell's (1970) statement (pre-

viously quoted, page8) may will apply to this university if it

continues to accept Black students.

Analysis of the data, while not too meaningful because of

the size of the sample, tends to support the Black students' ideas

which were expressed in the background section. One of the possible

conclusions is that UW-La Crosse is going to have to examine its

Black study program to see whether or not it meets the needs of

the Blacks enrolled.

Another conclusion that may be drawn is that the city of La

Crosse also may not be helping to reduce the discrimination between

the city and the Black students, nor is it helping the Black students

to feel accepted.

Because the sample's size is so small, it is difficult to tell

whether or not this university is adequately helping those Black

students who say they need academic help. However, if one third of



the students who say that they do need help are not getting it then

this may mean the university should assume more respon-sibility in

helping them over their difficulties.

Probably one of the most interesting conclusions was that the

majority of this sample does not wish to see its Black Cultural

Center restricted only for Blacks at UW-La Crosse; however, one

must remember that only eight of the 44 students responded.

Finally, the Tables show that a high percentage of the sample

experienced difficulty in joining organizations on this campus and

also experienced discrimination living in resident halls. This

again may be affected by the size of the sample; nevertheless, this

is still a common problem on many other university and college

campuses.

Re commendat ions

Based on the re-sults of this study, the following recommend-

ations are made: (Also, not student comments in the aippendix.)

1. This university should conduct attitudinal studies

of its minority groups periodically regarding their feelings about

campus life and the problems of discrimination.

2. Constant evaluation of the Black study course should

be performed, and also the university should hire a Black pro-

fessor to run the program.

3. A program should be organized .to include

the city in order to help reduce the problems of discrimination

felt by any minority. While this may be in practice now, it
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still needs more attention.

4. The housing office might consider some method where-

by better treatment of any minority group may be realized in

residence halls.

5. If the university is going to accept Black students

or any minority groups, it should insure that all phases of uni-

versity life are open to them. Just a Black Cultural Center and a

Foreign Student Club may not be sufficient to meet the social

needs of these students.

Summary

The purpose of the foregoing study was: (1) to determine

whether or not a minority group, such as the Black students,

does suffer some discrimination on and off the campus; and (2)

to give them a chance to express their feelings about campus life

in general. Five hypotheses were examined.

A 39 item questionnaire was used to obtain the data.

The results of the study tended to support the notion that

the Black students do experience discrimination on this campus

as well; as rejection from various social organizations.

Further results revealed that while Black students do not

necessarily wish to isolate themselves from white students,

they do rely heavily on the Black Cultural Center to provide

social interaction. The findings also suggested that there may

exist a weakness in the Black studies courses on this campus.
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It was concluded that the results were insufficient to

allow generalization of the trends noted. Perhaps this study

would have been more successful if the author had experienced

more personal contact with the Black students.

Limitations of this study

The limitations of this study were:

(1) The size of the sample was too small to warrent

generalization of the trends noted, only eight of the 44 responded.

(2) When using a questionnaire, there is always the

possibility that the responses given may not be completely

reliable or valid.

(3) The questions were misinterpreted at times, and

the questions were not always answered completely.

(4) The questions may have been unintentionally leading.

All of these factors in turn affected the tabulation.
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H Male
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S6 H 2
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i i Table 4
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: '
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Table 7
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APPENDIX

COMMIiENTS OF THE STUDENTS IIVOLVEL IA THEý STUDY

Black studies

"More courses and some Black instructors"

"More detailed in subject-being more frai--reality"

"More courses, more Black instructors and some Black counselors
so we have someone to relate to"

"Start the courses as 100 level courses instead of starting in
at the 200 dr 300"

" More * .Oses:and moxe3Black Thstruatorsto dteach them"

" I really don't consider this university as actually having
a Black studies program, It takes more than three courses
to convey the culture and history of Black peo-le. They
to complement more courses that go into depth about Black
peoplev--Courses that not only tell about their grelat struggle ,
we all know about that, but also about their great con-
tributions to the world about their nations, their beliefs"

Social organizations-restricted from

"various frats"

" a fraternity"

"several frats"

Black Center

"I feel that it is much needed. Everything on this camous
is geared toward white people and their culture. The Black
Culture Center is a place where Black students and students
of color can display their culture, a place where they can
go and see faces of famous Black people on the wall, or
see art work that was done by a Black person. True, this
may be a white society that we're living in but in the Black
Culture Center the atmosphere ichaIest, ot thts:bilartto
Blackness."

"There is definitely a need for such a center if only as a
means of resource, but more im~poNtait• as' a: ieetin~g 'tD~ie:: r
Blacks in this racist city."

"The plack center is to present our culture to those who
kfnowilittleor nethtag ahbonttthe'clature 6 f theQBlaick>te&i ! o .
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I feel in this way it should be beneficial to all."

" A Place of unity--for Black people-- a minority at this
school."

"This is a place for learningfor all people and it should
be kept as such. It is a good place for the Black students
to gather. There is one drawback though--it is very much
like the ghetto in that the whites know exactly where we
are and have us surrounded at all times. It is an easy
target if trouble ever arose---genocide could easily be
carried out."

"It adds a place for Black students to meet.'

"It is very enlightening for whites and reasoning for Blacks."

"I think it is wonderful and necessary part of sustaining
one society on this campus."
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